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as the Kurds today--nor have an open and
democratic society without addressing the
original sin on which the state was
founded: the Armenian Genocide"--

through explorations of the ambiguous limits of
speech within communities marked by this
violence. It highlights national and
transnational attempts to combat state silences,
The Danger Zone of Europe Oxford
before concluding with a series of
University Press
considerations of how these regimes of silence
The new edition of this market-leading
continue to be extrapolated in the gaps of
textbook includes a revised introduction records and written history. This volume
and updated chapters with new research explores histories of the composed silences of
and insights. Four new case studies of
Open Wounds Verlag Barbara
political violence across the emerging states of
twenty-first-century genocides bring this
Budrich
the late twentieth century, not solely as a
horrific history up to the present
From 1894 to 1924 three waves
moment: the genocide perpetrated by the present concern of aftermath or retrospection
of violence swept across
but as a diachronic social and political
government during Argentina’s "Dirty
Anatolia, targeting the
War," the genocide of the Yazidis by the dimension of violence itself. This book makes a
major original contribution to international
region’s Christian
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS),
minorities. Benny Morris and genocidal violence against the Rohingya history, as well as to the study of political
in Myanmar, and China’s genocide of the terror, human rights violations, social recovery,
Dror Ze’evi’s impeccably
Uyghurs. Powerful survivor testimonies and historical memory.
researched account is the

first to show that the three
were actually part of a
single, continuing, and
intentional effort to wipe
out Anatolia’s Christian
population and create a pure
Muslim nation.
Harvard Political Review Little, Brown
"The assassination of the author Hrant
Dink in Istanbul in 2007, a high-profile
advocate of Turkish-Armenian
reconciliation, reignited the debate in
Turkey over the annihilation of the
Ottoman Armenians. Many Turks with
Armenian ancestry soon re-awakened to
their heritage, reflecting on how their
grandparents were forcibly Islamized and
Turkified, and on the suffering their
families endured to keep their stories
secret. At last, the silence had been
broken: there was now a public debate
about the extermination and the
confiscation of Armenian property. Vicken
Cheterian's Open Wounds explains how,
after the First World War, the new Turkish
Republic forcibly erased the memory of
the atrocities, and traces of Armenians,
from their historic lands--a process to
which the international community turned
a blind eye. The result of this amnesia
was, Cheterian argues, "a century of
genocide." Many Turkish intellectuals now
acknowledge that the nation collectively
paid a price by forgetting such traumatic
events, and that Turkey cannot solve its
recurrent conflicts with its minorities--such

bring the essays to life and help readers
grapple with the difficult lessons
presented throughout the book.
Like Water on Stone Granta
After the Armenian genocide of 1915, in which
over a million Armenians died, thousands of
Armenians lived and worked in the Turkish state
alongside those who had persecuted their
communities. Living in the context of pervasive
denial, how did Armenians remaining in Turkey
record their own history? Here, Talin Suciyan
explores the life experienced by these Armenian
communities as Turkey's modernisation project of
the twentieth century gathered pace. Suciyan
achieves this through analysis of remarkable new
primary material: Turkish state archives, minutes
of the Armenian National Assembly, a
kaleidoscopic series of personal diaries, memoirs
and oral histories, various Armenian periodicals
such as newspapers, yearbooks and magazines, as
well as statutes and laws which led to the
continuing persecution of Armenians. The first
history of its kind, The Armenians in Modern
Turkey is a fresh contribution to the history of
modern Turkey and the Armenian experience
there.

Centuries of Genocide Ember
A masterful account of the assassins who
hunted down the perpetrators of the
Armenian Genocide In 1921, a tightly knit
band of killers set out to avenge the deaths
of almost one million victims of the
Armenian Genocide. They were a humble
bunch: an accountant, a life insurance
salesman, a newspaper editor, an
engineering student, and a diplomat.
Together they formed one of the most
effective assassination squads in history.
They named their operation Nemesis, after
the Greek goddess of retribution. The
assassins were survivors, men defined by
the massive tragedy that had devastated
their people. With operatives on three
continents, the Nemesis team killed six
major Turkish leaders in Berlin,
Constantinople, Tiflis, and Rome, only to
disband and suddenly disappear. The story
of this secret operation has never been fully
told, until now. Eric Bogosian goes beyond
Ararat Edinburgh University Press
simply telling the story of this cadre of
Around the world in the twentieth century,
political violence in emerging states gave rise Armenian assassins by setting the killings
to different kinds of silence within their
in the context of Ottoman and Armenian
societies. This book explores the histories of
history, as well as showing in vivid color
these silences, how they were made,
the era's history, rife with political fighting
maintained, evaded, and transformed. This
and massacres. Casting fresh light on one
book gives a comprehensive view of the
of the great crimes of the twentieth century
ongoing evolutions and multiple faces of
and one of history's most remarkable acts
silence as a common strand in the struggles of
of vengeance, Bogosian draws upon years
state-building. It begins with chapters that
of research and newly uncovered evidence.
examine the construction of "regimes of
Operation Nemesis is the result--both a
silence" as an act of power, and it continues
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riveting read and a profound examination of singular position, Alexanian was able to document only discovering their `true' identity late into
the tragedy of his people in his journals and diaries, their adult lives. Outwardly, they are Turks
evil, revenge, and the costs of violence.
but he also offers us a behind-the-scenes look into
The New Armenia University of California Press
or Kurds and while some are practising
Avoiding the sterile was-it-genocide-or-not debate, the motivations and actions of Turkish military
officials as they committed the atrocities. His story Muslims, others continue to uphold
this book will open a new chapter in this
continues after the war as we follow the trail of his Christian and Armenian traditions behind
contentious controversy and may help achieve a
closed doors. In recent years, a growing
journey through Europe and finally to America,
long-overdue reconciliation of Armenians and
where he found solace and was able to start anew number of `secret Armenians' have begun to
Turks."
with fellow survivors. No comparable account
emerge from the shadows. Spurred by the
An Inconvenient Genocide Routledge
exists in the literature of the Armenian Genocide.
bold voices of journalists like Hrant Dink,
This book explores and comparatively
This edition, translated from Alexanian’s handthe Armenian newspaper editor murdered in
assesses how Armenians as minorities have written Armenian-language chronicle, includes
been represented in modern Turkey from
never-before-seen documents and photos that the Istanbul in 2007, the pull towards freedom
the twentieth century through to the present author preserved. Through his eyes we relive the of speech and soul-searching are taking
astonishing cruelty of the Genocide’s
hold across the region. Avedis Hadjian has
day, with a particular focus on the period
perpetrators—but also rare, unexpected acts of
travelled to the towns and villages once
since the first electoral victory of the AKP
humanity between victim and oppressor.
densely populated by Armenians, recording
(Justice and Development Party) in 2002. It Dark Pasts Oxford University Press
examines how social movements led by
Over the past two decades, many states have heard stories of survival and discovery from those
who remain in a region that is deemed
intellectuals and activists have challenged demands that they recognize and apologize for
unsafe for the people who once lived there.
historic wrongs. Such calls have not elicited
the Turkish state and called for
uniform or predictable responses. While some
This book takes the reader to the heart of
democratization, and explores key issues
states have apologized for past crimes, others
these hidden communities for the first time,
related to Armenian identity. Drawing on
continue to silence, deny, and relativize dark pasts.
unearthing their unique heritage and
new social movements theory, this book
What explains the tremendous variation in how
identity. Revealing the lives of a peoples
sheds light on the dynamics of minority
states deal with past crimes? When and why do
identity politics in contemporary Turkey
states change the stories they tell about their dark that have been trapped in a history of denial
for more than a century, Secret Nation is
and highlights the importance of political pasts. Dark Pasts argues that international
pressures increase the likelihood of change in
essential reading for anyone with an interest
protest.
official narratives about dark pasts, but domestic
in the aftermath of the Armenian Genocide
Forced into Genocide Routledge
considerations determine the content of such
in the very places where the events
Acknowledgements vii A Note on
change. Rather than simply changing with the
Pronunciation ix Maps x Introduction 1
passage of time, persistence, or rightness, official occurred.
They've Got a Bit of a History 11 'Devlet': narratives of dark pasts are shaped by interactions The Armenians in Modern Turkey Oxford
University Press
between political factors at the domestic and
Ataturk and his Legacy 31 Islam and the
After the collapse of the Soviet Union the
Politics of Prayer 60 The Kurdish Question international levels. Unpacking the complex
Caucasus was wracked by ethnic and separatist
processes through which international pressures
87 Open Wounds: The Greeks and the
and domestic dynamics shape states’ narratives,
violence as the peoples of the region struggled
Armenians 111 Rights and Wrongs 133 It's Jennifer M. Dixon analyzes the trajectories over
for self-determination. Vicken Cheterian, who
the Economy, Stupid 158 Euro-Turks and the past sixty years of Turkey’s narrative of the
spent many years as a reporter and analyst
Europeans 186 Crossroads 203 The
1915–17 Armenian Genocide and Japan’s
covering the region's conflicts, asks why
narrative of the 1937–38 Nanjing Massacre. While nationalism emerged as a dominant political
Cultural Revolution 228 Epilogue 246
both states’ narratives started from similar
Further Reading, Viewing and Listening
current, and why, of the many nationalist
positions of silencing, relativizing, and denial,
248 Index 251.
movements that emerged, some led to violence
Knowing about Genocide Oxford University Press
Taner Akçam is one of the first Turkish academics
to acknowledge and discuss openly the Armenian
Genocide perpetrated by the Ottoman-Turkish
government in 1915. This book discusses western
political policies towards the region generally, and
represents the first serious scholarly attempt to
understand the Genocide from a perpetrator rather
than victim perspective, and to contextualize those
events within Turkey's political history. By
refusing to acknowledge the fact of genocide,
successive Turkish governments not only
perpetuate massive historical injustice, but also
pose a fundamental obstacle to Turkey's
democratization today.
The New Turkey Biteback Publishing
This memoir recalls Yervant Alexanian’s deathdefying experiences in the center of the Armenian
Genocide. Like other Armenians of his generation,
he was an eyewitness to the massacre and
dislocation of his family and fellow countrymen in
Ottoman Turkey during World War I. Alexanian
was conscripted into the Turkish army—but unlike
others so conscripted, he survived. Alexanian was
forced to become an onlooker while he watched
the atrocities unfold. His story of resourceful
action and fateful turns is a suspenseful “insider’s
account” of a Genocide survivor. From his

Japan has come to express regret and apologize for
the Nanjing Massacre, while Turkey has continued
to reject official wrongdoing and deny the
genocidal nature of the violence. Combining
historical richness and analytical rigor, Dark Pasts
unravels the complex processes through which
such narratives are constructed and contested, and
offers an innovative way to analyze narrative
change. Her book sheds light on the persistent
presence of the past and reveals how domestic
politics functions as a filter that shapes the ways in
which states’ narratives change—or do not—over
time.

New Social Movements and the Armenian
Question in Turkey Springer Nature
It has long been assumed that no Armenian
presence remained in eastern Turkey after
the 1915 massacres. As a result of what has
come to be called the Armenian Genocide,
those who survived in Anatolia were
assimilated as Muslims, with most losing
all traces of their Christian identity. In fact,
some did survive and together with their
children managed during the last century to
conceal their origins. Many of these
survivors were orphans, adopted by Turks,

while others did not. He explains also why
minority rebellions were victorious against
larger armies, in mountainous Karabakh,
Abkhazia, and in the first war of Chechnya,
and discusses the ongoing instability and
armed resistance in the North Caucasus. He
concludes his book by examining chapters the
great power competition between Russia, the
US, and the EU over the oil and gas resources
of the Caspian region.
New Armenia Bloomsbury Publishing
The assassination of the author Hrant Dink in
Istanbul in 2007, a high-profile advocate of
Turkish-Armenian reconciliation, reignited the
debate in Turkey on the annihilation of the
Ottoman Armenians. Many Turks soon reawakened to their Armenian heritage,
reflecting on how their grandparents were
forcibly Islamised and Turkified, and the
suffering their families endured to keep their
stories secret. There was public debate around
Armenian property confiscated by the Turkish
state and the extermination of the minorities.
At last the silence had been broken. Open
Wounds explains how, after the First World
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War, the new Turkish Republic forcibly erased will be essential reading for all those interested in
ongoing conflicts over the legacy of the Second
the memory of the atrocities, and traces of
World War, Nazism, and communism.
Armenians, from their historic lands -- a
process to which the international community Operation Nemesis Cambridge University Press
turned a blind eye. The price for this amnesia The language of international criminal law has
considerable traction in global politics, and much
was, Vicken Cheterian argues, "a century of
of its legitimacy is embedded in apparently
genocide." Turkish intellectuals acknowledge
'axiomatic' historical truths. This innovative edited
the price society must pay collectively to forget collection brings together some of the world's
such traumatic events, and that Turkey cannot leading international lawyers with a very clear
solve its recurrent conflicts with its minorities mandate in mind: to re-evaluate ('retry') the
-- like the Kurds today -- nor have an open and dominant historiographical tradition in the field of
democratic society without addressing the
international criminal law. Carefully curated, and
original sin on which the state was founded: the with contributions by leading scholars, The New
Histories of International Criminal Law pursues
Armenian Genocide.

The Military History of Armenia Cornell
University Press
A free open access ebook is available upon
publication. Learn more at
www.luminosoa.org. This book is freely
available in an open access edition thanks
to TOME (Toward an Open Monograph
Ecosystem)—a collaboration of the
Association of American Universities, the
Association of University Presses, and the
Association of Research Libraries—and the
generous support of the University of
Minnesota. Learn more at the TOME
website, available at openmonographs.org.
How do victims and perpetrators generate
conflicting knowledge about genocide?
Using a sociology of knowledge approach,
Savelsberg answers this question for the
Armenian genocide committed in the
context of the First World War. Focusing
on Armenians and Turks, he examines
strategies of silencing, denial, and
acknowledgment in everyday interaction,
public rituals, law, and politics. Drawing on
interviews, ethnographic accounts,
documents, and eyewitness testimony,
Savelsberg illuminates the social processes
that drive dueling versions of history. He
reveals counterproductive consequences of
denial in an age of human rights hegemony,
with implications for populist
disinformation campaigns against
overwhelming evidence.

three research objectives: to bring to the fore the
structure and function of contemporary histories of
international criminal law, to take issue with the
consequences of these histories, and to call for
their demystification. The essays discern several
registers on which the received historiographical
tradition must be retried: tropology;
inclusions/exclusions; gender; race;
representations of the victim and the perpetrator;
history and memory; ideology and master
narratives; international criminal law and
hegemonic theories; and more. This book
intervenes critically in the fields of international
criminal law and international legal history by
bringing in new voices and fresh approaches.
Taken as a whole, it provides a rich account of the
dilemmas, conundrums, and possibilities entailed
in writing histories of international criminal law
beyond, against, or in the shadow of the master
narrative.

In Russia and Eastern Europe, by contrast,
legislation on the issues of the past is often used to
give the force of law to narratives which serve the
narrower interests of nation states and protect the
memory of perpetrators rather than victims. This

A Question of Genocide Springer
This book presents a comprehensive overview of
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the long-running
dispute between Armenia and Azerbaijan over the
Armenian-held enclave within Azerbaijan. It

outlines the historical development of the dispute,
explores the political and social aspects of the
conflict, examines the wars over the territory
including the war of 2020 which resulted in a
significant Azeri victory, and discusses the
international dimensions.

My Grandmother's Book Harvard
University Press
One hundred years after the deportations
and mass murder of Armenians, Greeks,
Assyrians, and other peoples in the final
years of the Ottoman Empire, the history of
the Armenian genocide is a victim of
historical distortion, state-sponsored
falsification, and deep divisions between
Armenians and Turks. Working together
for the first time, Turkish, Armenian, and
other scholars present here a compelling
reconstruction of what happened and why.
This volume gathers the most up-to-date
scholarship on Armenian genocide, looking
at how the event has been written about in
Violence and Genocide in Kurdish Memory
Western and Turkish historiographies; what
Oxford University Press, USA
was happening on the eve of the
Laws against Holocaust denial are perhaps the bestcatastrophe; portraits of the perpetrators;
known manifestation of the present-day politics of
detailed accounts of the massacres; how the
historical memory. In Memory Laws, Memory
event has been perceived in both local and
Wars, Nikolay Koposov examines the
international contexts, including World
phenomenon of memory laws in Western and
Eastern Europe, Ukraine, and Russia and exposes War I; and reflections on the broader
their very different purposes in the East and West. implications of what happened then. The
In Western Europe, he shows how memory laws
result is a comprehensive work that moves
were designed to create a common European
memory centred on the memory of the Holocaust beyond nationalist master narratives and
offers a more complete understanding of
as a means of integrating Europe, combating
racism, and averting national and ethnic conflicts. this tragic event.
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